Synopsis
Title
Online Library
Objective/ Vision
The main objective of the Online Library is discipline of the planning, organizing and managing the
library tasks. Our project aims at making the task of library easy. Online Library is entering the
records of new book and retrieving the details of book available in the library. We can issue book to
the library member and maintain their records and can also checks how many book are issued and
stock available in the library. In the project we can maintain the late fine of library member who
return the issued book after the due date. In the proposed system, we assume that each member
will be having an identity card which can be used for the library book issue, fine payment etc.
whenever library member wish to take a book, the book issued by the library authority will be
check both the book details as well as the student details and store it in library database. In case of
retrieval of book much of human intervention can be eliminated. The main objective of the Online
Library is discipline of the planning, organizing and managing the library tasks. Our project aims at
making the task of library easy. Online Library is entering the records of new book and retrieving
the details of book available in the library. We can issue book to the library member and maintain
their records and can also checks how many book are issued and stock available in the library. In
the project we can maintain the late fine of library member who return the issued book after the
due date. In the proposed system, we assume that each member will be having an identity card
which can be used for the library book issue, fine payment etc. whenever library member wish to
take a book, the book issued by the library authority will be check both the book details as well as
the student details and store it in library database. In case of retrieval of book much of human
intervention can be eliminated.

Tools to be used
1. Use any IDE to develop the project. It may be my eclipse / Eclipse / NetBeans.
2. Oracle 10g for the database.
3. Server: Apache Tomcat/JBoss/Glassfish/WebLogic/WebSphere.

Front End and Back End
1. Front End: JSP, JDBC, JavaScript, AJAX
2. Back End: Oracle

How project works?
To get detail explanation about project downloads the document file. It includes snapshots
with explanation.

Software Requirement to run this project
1. You need to install an IDE Eclipse / my eclipse / NetBeans.
2. Oracle 10g database. Here, we are using system for the username and oracle for the
password.

How to run this project
Import the project on the IDE and run it. All the tables will be created automatically.

